Join us for a month of trainings, workshops & talks on collective transformation hosted by Agora MOVE curated by Sheena McGrandles and MOVE artist-in-focus Eroca Niclos.

18.06 - 14.07.2018

With a world built on white supremacist cis hetero patriarchy and a dance field reflective of these hegemonies and problems, how do we find spaces where something else can happen? Where can we generate collective presents and futures and regenerate and grow skills and care practices? Can we make another way together? With salty bodily fluids bursting forth from our bodies like lava gushing from the earth’s core, can we build something magic out of what we have so far survived? It will be slippery. It is so far unknown. Maybe our surf boards burst into flames and we ride disintegrating fiery wood on waves of liquid hot magma into the sunset.

For full programme and registration please visit LAVA website
*please note no one will be turned away for lack of funds!*

---WEEK 1---

**TRAINING:** 18.06-22.06 // 6pm-8pm,
Queer Self Defense or babes' bodies as weaponized healing against the state
with Eroca Nicols and Summer

**WORKSHOP:** 24.06. // 11am-6pm
REVENGE IS SWEET DREAM
with Zinzi Buchanan

---WEEK 2---

**TRAINING:** 25.06-29.06 // 6pm-8pm
Queer Self Defense or babes bodies as weaponized healing against the state
with Eroca Nicols and Summer

27.06.2018 // 7pm
**TALK TALK:** Cross-disciplinary conversation on consent
With: Eroca Nicols and guests

30.06.2018 // 9pm-9am
"The other thing" : intimacy with death throughout the night
with Siegmar Zacharias, Eroca Niclos, Anna Nowicka, Liz Rosenfeld, Rodrigo Garcia Alves, Sheena McGrandles, Alice Chauchat, Caique Tizzi and more

---WEEK 3---

**TRAINING:** 02.07-07.07 // 10am-12pm
Body. Love. Movement! Queer dance class! POCs to the front but all queers welcome
with Mzamo Jama

**WORKSHOP:** 02.07-07.07 // 1pm-5pm
Process of materialisation of fiction
with pavleheidler

**TALK TALK:** 06.07.2018 // 7pm
FEMMEDITATION
with Eroca Nicols, Pavle Heidler, Undine Sommer, Ismail al Bahar, Mzamo Jama, Charlie Laban
BABES: 06.07.2018 // 9pm
with Maque Pereyra

WORKSHOP: 07.07.-08.07.2018 // 11am-6pm
Aggressive Snuggling
with Eroca Nicols

——WEEK 4——

TRAINING: 09.07.-13.07 // 10am-12pm
YOGGATON
with Maque Pereyra

WORKSHOP: 09.07.-13.07 // 1pm-5pm
my shame, your shame, our shame / shame research lab
with Joy Mariama Smith

14.07.2018
CLOSING EVENT